
IBA NEWS

September 13, 2018: The IBA and Sumitomo Corporation signed an MoU for 
scholarship grants under the name of ‘Sumitomo Corporation Scholarship’. The 
scholarship program will benefit three IBA students from the MBA program. Each year 
three students will be selected to receive individual grants, on a biannual basis from 
Sumitomo Corporation. The eligibility of the scholarship will be based on the 
candidates’ Pakistani citizenship status, overall academic excellence, and financial 
assistance requirements. The IBA was represented by ED, IBA Dr. Farrukh Iqbal while 
the Sumitomo Corporation was represented by General Manager Corporate 
Sustainability Department Mr. Yukio Sakai and Assistant General Managers Mr. 
Masataka Muroi and Mr. Shahzad Ali.

Dr. Iqbal said, "90 percent of our budget is being managed by our own efforts i.e. fees 
from students, support from donors and other activities that happen at IBA”.

Scholarship opportunities for promising young leaders

The IBA and Sumitomo Corporation ink MoU

September 19, 2018: The IBA Karachi hosted a Jang Forum titled ‘Pakistan’s Foreign 
Policy, New Challenges’. Panelists included Retd. Pakistani army officer Mr. Ikram 
Sehgal, former ambassador of Pakistan Mr. Mustafa Kamal Kazi, AD IBA Dr. Huma Baqai 
and Editor Jang Forum Karachi Mr. Akram Khan. Senior Researcher Humboldt University 
Dr. Bettina Robotka, also attended the forum. Commencing the forum, Dr. Baqai said 
that the new government is up against new challenges, of which Pakistan’s water crisis 
should be the top priority. She emphasized that the geo-economic potential for this 
region is huge, and Pakistan has offered to not only open economic corridors with China 
but also with Russia. Mr. Sehgal shed light on the turmoil in the Middle East and Asia. 
He elaborated that it is imperative for Pakistan to maintain cordial relationships with 
both Iran and Saudi Arabia. Furthermore, Mr. Kazi emphasized that Pakistan’s 
prosperity depends on maintaining a balance between Washington and Beijing, and 
between Riyadh and Tehran. With the dawn of a new government, Pakistan should 
capitalize on these factors to strengthen itself on all fronts.

Foreign policy challenges for the new government

Jang Forum on Pakistan’s foreign policy

Visit of French Ambassador

September 25, 2018: French Ambassador, Dr. Marc Baréty and his team visited the IBA. The primary objective of the session was to establish collaborative relations between the 
French and Pakistani educational institutions. The French embassy team consisted of Higher Education Attaché Mr. Sebastien Cartier and Consul General Mr. Didier Talpain. Attendees 
from IBA included, AD Dr. Huma Baqai, Chairperson SSLA Dr. Faiza Mushtaq, heads of centres, faculty members and students. The session commenced with Dr. Baréty presenting 
the audience with a brief history of France. He communicated that the top priorities in maintaining diplomatic relations with Pakistan comprised of focusing on higher education and 
green sustainable development. He also mentioned that PM Imran Khan was invited to attend the Paris Peace Forum later in the year.

Mr. Cartier proceeded to highlight the educational and job opportunities, scholarships and linguistic challenges in France. He mentioned that France has 85 public universities, 220 
business schools and 1,200 research labs available for students at a low tuition fee. Mr. Cartier emphasized that France is actively working on exchange programs to make higher 
education accessible to all. 

Introducing higher education opportunities in France
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DLS on India-Pakistan Nuclear Conflicts and U.S. Crisis Management

September 14, 2018: The IBA organized a lecture on nuclear crisis management in South 
Asia, by Associate VP of the Asia Center, United States Institute of Peace Dr. Moeed Yusuf. 
The event was attended by the IBA faculty, staff and students.

AD, IBA Dr. Huma Baqai moderated the event. Panelists included renowned scholar Dr. 
Yusuf, former Secretary Defence Lieutenant General (retd.) Tariq Ghazi and former 
Chairman Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory Authority Mr. Jamshed Hashmi. Dr. Yusuf's book 
titled Brokering Peace in Nuclear Environments: U.S. Crisis Management in South Asia, 
introduced at the event gave an insight of the critical role that the U.S. plays in managing 
the South Asian crises. Dr. Yusuf highlighted the risks of the India-Pakistan nuclear conflict, 
and stressed on the importance of dispute resolution. He said that third parties intervene to 
de-escalate the chances of a nuclear war, and even though this involvement is suboptimal, 
it is still effective in reducing the chances of a nuclear war in certain regions.

Furthermore, Mr. Ghazi said that “US inflicted itself upon us and its involvement 
did not help the India-Pakistan cause, a one-on-one conduct is better than having 
a third party intervention”.

“Regional nuclear crises can no longer be studied as bilateral engagements” – Dr. Moeed Yusuf



TCF-ADP Annual Session

September 18, 2018: A certificate distribution ceremony for The Citizens Foundation 
(TCF) Alumni Development Program (ADP) was held at the G & T auditorium. Its purpose 
was to appreciate the efforts of volunteers, students and the IBA management, which 
played an instrumental role in the program.

The session started with Team Lead TCF-ADP Asad Sajid, who briefed the audience about 
the program’s initiation in 2014 to improve the enrollment chances of TCF matric students 
in universities. Two success stories of Sehrish Yaseen and Moiza Naved were shared with 
the audience.

Vice President TCF Mr. Riaz Kamlani thanked ED, IBA Dr. Farrukh Iqbal, Professor Dr. Nasir 
Touheed and the IBA management for their cooperation in provision of resources. Whereas, Dr. 
Touheed urged the students to make the most of this opportunity provided by the TCF-ADP. 
Shields and certificates were distributed to the participants at the end of the ceremony.

Acknowledging the efforts of volunteers and the 
IBA management

September 19, 2018: The IBA 
Department of Management held 
the 9th Management Discussion 
(MD) Forum at the main campus. 
The event was organized for an 
exchange of knowledge, 
networking, faculty development 
and industry outreach.

Assistant Professor IBA, Mr. 
Usman Nazir, introduced the 
audience to the Massive Open 
Online Courses (MOOCS) and 
talked about the issues related to 
online courses. Professor, 
University of Karachi and chief 
guest speaker, Dr. 
Atta-ur-Rahman, talked about the 
iMOOCS application which uses 
an integrated approach for 
arranging courses according to 
the student’s educational level.

About the future of MOOCS, Dr. Rahman said, “Knowledge has become fascinating, 
and MOOCS enrollment has grown enormously.”

Representatives from the IBA included ED Dr. Farrukh Iqbal, ADs Dr. Huma Baqai and 
Dr. Sayeed Ghani and esteemed faculty members. Concluding the event, Dr. Iqbal 
presented Dr. Rahman with a token of appreciation.

Department of Management conducts 
9th MD Forum

September 07, 2018: On the International Literacy Day, the TPL Corporation along 
with 50 students from Sindh Madressah Board Quaid-e-Azam Public School and College 
(SMB QAPS) visited the IBA main campus.

TPL representatives included member board of governors, SMB QAPS Mr. Zain 
Hassanally Effendi, and Group Head External Relations and CSR Ms. Anika Effendi.

The purpose of the visit was to introduce students from underprivileged backgrounds to 
a quality higher education institute.
On the occasion, Ms. Effendi talked about the importance of corporate social 
responsibility, and giving utmost priority to higher education in order to enhance the 
quality of education.  She further commented on the students of SMB QAPS by calling 
them the flag bearers of tomorrow and thanked IBA for giving them a new direction 
towards the right path.

The session ended with a visit to various campus facilities and academic blocks.

CEJ Bulletin

September 05 - 06, 2018: The IBA-CEJ and the World Bank’s multi-donor trust fund 
organized a communications strategy workshop for 20 government officials from 
Baluchistan and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa. The trainer for the workshop was editorial 
consultant for the Express Tribune Abul Hasanat. The guest lectures were delivered by 
digital marketing manager Nashit Munshi, Geo News reporter Muhammad Qaseem 
Saeed, freelance photojournalist Ayesha Mir, co-founder of Bolo Bhi Farieha Aziz, Right 
to Information expert Dr. Syed Raza Gardezi, CEJ director Kamal Siddiqi and CEJ 
lecturer Shahzeb Ahmed.

The participants were given an overview of the media landscape and then taught 
basics of news gathering and reporting skills. They also attended information sessions 
on Right to Information laws and the Cyber Crime bill.

Communications Strategy Workshop

Karachi: The IBA-CEJ conducted a panel discussion on ‘Learning to cope with the 
long-term effect of covering recurrent trauma as a journalist in Pakistan’ in collaboration 
with Deutsche Welle Akademie.

The panelists were clinical psychologist Dr. Asha Bedar, senior psychiatrist Dr. Uzma 
Ambreen, Geo News director input Zahid Hussain, and Karachi Press Club president 
Ahmed Khan Malik. The session was moderated by editor digital properties Samaa TV 
Mahim Maher. 

Panel discussion on psychological well-being of journalists

September 04, 2018: The IBA-CEJ and the British High Commission held the second 
Basics of Reporting Test at CEJ. The test was attended by 23 mid-level professionals 
representing various media organizations such as Samaa TV, VSH News, Bol, Geo 
News, Dawn.com, Awaz TV, Women Media Center, ARY News, Business Recorder, 
Express Tribune, The Nation, 92 News HD, Din News and Cutacut. The result for the 
test will be announced by the end of September.

Basics of Reporting Test
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An educational visit by TPL Corporation 
and SMB QAPS students



CDC – Creating Opportunities

Fall 2018: The CDC hosted various career development sessions and recruitment drives as 
the semester commenced. The department conducted career orientation sessions titled 
“From Campus to Corporate” for the graduating classes of BS-EM, BS-SSLA and BS-CS 
programs. These sessions were part of the Personal Effectiveness module, which is now a 
credited component for the undergrad curriculum at the IBA.

The Citizens Foundation (TCF) and Softech Worldwide Pakistan also conducted their 
information sessions regarding internship programs, while Reckitt Benckiser (RB) Pakistan 
introduced its “RB League of Game Changers” to the graduating classes of 2019 and 2020.

Furthermore, the CDC co-hosted Corporate Connect Series sessions with Assistant 
Professor Economics and Finance Dr. Saqib Sharif and Assistant Professor SSLA Dr. Nadya 
Chishti. Head of Equities at HBL Mr. Ahmed Khashe Lodhi, and Managing Director at Ipsos 
Pakistan Mr. Abdul Sattar Babar were invited to conduct these interactive sessions.

CDC hosts recruitment activities and an interactive session for the IBA students

IBA
Career Development
Center

CICT – Digital Summit

September 26, 2018: The IBA-CICT organized a conference titled ‘Social Media Threat 
Protection’ in conjunction with ITCN Asia 2018 held at the Expo Centre, Karachi. The 
conference focused on the identification of threats faced by social media platforms and 
strategies to mitigate them. Several renowned IT and media practitioners participated in 
the conference. Furthermore, Provincial Law Advisor Mr. Murtaza Wahab also appreciated 
the efforts of IBA-CICT in the development of the IT sector.

September 26, 2018: 
Director IBA-CICT, Mr. Imran 
Batada signed a MoU with 
Vice President Ecommerce 
Gateway Pakistan, Mr. Umair 
Nizam to maintain IBA’s status 
of a Knowledge Partner to 
ITCN Asia 2019. The IBA has 
played a significant role in 
ITCN Asia Conferences for the 
past three years.

About ITCN Asia: ITCN Asia is 
the largest International IT 
event in Pakistan. Renowned 
international brands showcase 
their state-of-the-art products 
and services under one roof, 
which introduces the 
participants to a wide range of 
technology and solutions.

IBA-CICT and Ecommerce Gateway ink MoU for 19th ITCN Asia 2019

Conference on Social Media Threat Protection 

Faculty News

September 26, 2018: The IBA takes immense pride in congratulating Dr. Qaiser Munir on his appointment as a member of Research 
Studies Evaluation and Review Committee (RSERC), Ministry of Planning, Development and Reform.

Dr. Munir has been associated with economics and finance disciplines for over a decade. He has a vast experience of teaching across 
undergraduate and postgraduate subjects in economics including research methodology, development economics, economic forecasting and 
managerial economics. Previously, Dr. Munir has taught in the department of Business, Economics and Accountancy at the Universiti 
Malaysia Sabah. The IBA wishes him the very best in his recent role.

Associate Professor IBA, Dr. Qaiser Munir selected as Member RSERC

CED – Empowering Entrepreneurs

September 25-28, 2018: The IBA AMAN CED and United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP) Pakistan have collaborated for the Youth Employment Project (YEP) in Karachi. 
Under UNDP’s banner, the IBA conducted a Training of Trainer’s workshop (ToT). The aim 
of the ToT was to equip the trainers with entrepreneurial education so that they can 
effectively train the youth in their respective institutes.

The participants of this workshop represented a multitude of vocational education and 
training institutes including, Sindh TEVTA, VTC (Khairpur), GCT (Hyderabad), GPI, GIBCE, 
GCT, Government Pakistani Swedish Institute, Memon Industrial Technical Institute, SOS 
Training Institute, AMAN Tech, Hunar Foundation, Karigar Training Institute and 
Gul-e-Raana Community Centre. 

During these four days, indigenous entrepreneurial pedagogy and case studies were shared 
with the participants.

Training workshop in collaboration with UNDP
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September 11, 2018: Karachi Urban Lab (KUL) held a media workshop at the IBA-CEJ 
titled ‘Law, Land Acquisitions and Media Reporting’. Director KUL Dr. Nausheen Anwar and 
Dr. Amiera Sawas (Grantham Institute, Imperial College London) presented findings of their 
empirical work conducted over the past 18 months in Bahawalpur, Punjab and Thar, Sindh 
on large-scale fossil fuel and green energy projects and the impact on land access and 
livelihoods of ordinary citizens. Advocate Zubair Abbro also participated in the workshop as 
he presented on the Gorano dam case in Thar.

These projects aim to facilitate Pakistan’s national development goals, particularly for 
overcoming the energy crisis. An engaging discussion on how to report on land acquisition 
for mega-projects in future took place. Other significant and disconcerting issues included 
the relevance of 21st century legal mechanisms such as the Right to Information Act to land 
acquisition in mega-projects, and the role of media in reporting on land acquisition and legal 
processes. Furthermore, Dr. Sawas touched on the broader, intersecting issues of climate 
change, energy and security in Pakistan, and why nuanced journalism matters to keep 
citizens up to date.

Faculty News
KUL conducts a media workshop on Law, Land Acquisitions and Media Reporting

The Talent Hunt Program department has launched IBA’s flagship outreach and scholarship program under the name of IBA-Ihsan Trust National Talent Hunt Program (IBA-IT 
NTHP). It is a fully funded training program financed by Ihsan Trust and IBA Karachi which selects and prepares talented students from Balochistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 
FATA, Gilgit Baltistan, Azad Kashmir, Punjab and Sindh for the comprehensive admission process of BBA/BS degree programs in IBA Karachi. The program is based on 
need-cum-merit considerations. It emphasizes on enhancing academics and skill sets required for higher education.

IBA-IT NTHP is an initiative which addresses pertinent issues of secondary school students from rural areas across Pakistan. These issues include a lack of information, preparation 
and inadequate funds.

IBA - Ihsan Trust National Talent Hunt Program
Higher education made possible for the underprivileged youth
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September 14, 2018: Assistant Professor and Program Director MS Islamic Banking 
and Finance (IBF) Dr. Irum Saba arranged a guest lecture and invited Chairman 
Shariah Advisory Committee of Pakistan Mufti Irshad Ahmad Aijaz and Joint Director 
Islamic Banking Department State Bank of Pakistan Mr. Farid Khan to discuss the role 
of State Bank of Pakistan in the promotion of IBF. They also highlighted the issues and 
challenges in the growth and development of Islamic finance in Pakistan.

The role of State Bank in Islamic banking
September 11, 
2018: The IBA-CEIF 
conducted a guest 
lecture arranged by 
Dr. Irum Saba for 
MS-IBF students on 
“Islamic Finance and 
E c o n o m i c 
Development” by 
Professor and 
Chairman Riphah 
Centre for Islamic 
Business, Dr. 
Muhammad Fahim 
Khan. He analyzed 
the Islamic finance 
framework while 
discussing the effectiveness of the role of Islamic banks in economic development. He 
also focused on potential areas of research.

The Islamic financial framework

Guest lectures by CEIF 
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Sports Updates

September 18, 2018: The IBA held its final match for the 4th annual staff cricket 
tournament between the faculty of computer science and finance department. The ED, Dr. 
Farrukh Iqbal was the chief guest at the event. Eight teams participated in the tournament, 
internal audit, admin main campus, faculty business administration, faculty computer 
science, finance, admin city campus, CED and ICT. Team faculty computer science batted 
first and scored 92 in 8 overs for 5 wickets. Arshad Hussain and Syed Mazhar Ali took 2 
wickets each, while the finance department batsmen, Sohail and Tanveer, had a 40-run 
partnership that ended at 70 for 6 wickets in 8 overs.

Sami ul Ahbab was Man of the Match, and Guhar Raza was declared the Player of the 
Tournament in the awards distribution ceremony.

The IBA congratulates all the teams for their fruitful participation in the tournament and 
hopes that they demonstrate the same spirit in the upcoming IBA Olympic Games and the 
next staff tournament.

Staff cricket tournament final match 

September 19-24, 2018: An IBA student Rabia Shahzad participated in the Asian Bench Press Championship 2018, held in Dubai.  She won a silver medal in the 52 kg category. 
The IBA takes immense pride in the achievements of its students and wishes Shahzad the best of luck in her future endeavors.

IBA student wins a silver medal in the Asian Bench Press Championship 2018
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September 19, 2018: For the first time in IBA, the Students Societies Office 
organized a formal presidential debate for ISC Elections 2018-2019 at the G&T 
Auditorium. The aim was to give the students a chance to get to know and question 
the registered candidates before selecting them. Student Counselor Ms. Nida Aslam 
Khan, and Dr. Nadya Qamar Chishty Mujahid hosted and moderated the event 
respectively. IBA students, primarily the freshmen, filled the auditorium, symbolizing 
the need for such a platform. On popular demand, Facebook live-streaming was done 
for the rest of the student body. The event commenced with the Vice President 
candidates introducing their panels, manifestos and credentials.

After a detailed discussion on the manifestos, a question and answer session ensued 
between the candidates and the audience. The debate was a refreshing change in the 
IBA Student Body Elections as this open platform for discussion instilled confidence in 
the students to voice their views for a better experience at IBA.

Students Societies Office organizes first-ever 
debate for ISC Elections 2018-2019

September 23, 2018: IBA 
alumna and founder of ‘Soul 
Sisters Pakistan (SSP)’ Ms. 
Kanwal Ahmed has been 
selected for Facebook’s 
Community Leadership 
Program (FCLP). The FCLP is 
a global initiative that invests 
in building communities by 
identifying community leaders 
and providing them with the 
tools and funding that they 
require to best lead their 
communities. This initiative 
was announced by Facebook 
earlier this year, and 115 
community leaders were 
selected from 46+ countries. 
Ahmed initiated SSP five 
years ago as a safe online 
support group for Pakistani 
women to share their issues, 
stories and seek support. 

Women can network as well as find legal, financial and psychological help. Today, it is 
a buzzing community of 82,000+ Pakistani women and is still growing.

Moreover, Ahmed is a recipient of another grant by Facebook of up to $20,000 that will 
enable her to execute projects related to SSP. The IBA takes pride in this achievement 
of hers and wishes her all the best in her future endeavors.

IBA alumna selected for Facebook’s Community 
Leadership Program
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